My East Bay Agent Leasing
A full service property management company

Marketing
Effective marketing gets your property rented faster, and My East Bay Agent Leasing offers a
comprehensive marketing plan. We will market your home on the internet, on flyers, on the
MLS, through 800 numbers, through virtual tours, and to our database of pre‐qualified tenants.
Flyers
Each of our properties will have a flyer box. The front of the flyer is all about your home, and
the back contains information about our other current rentals. Since your home will be at all of
our other rentals, your property will be seen at dozens of other locations around the area.
Virtual Tour
All properties for rent will have a virtual tour on our website. This allows prospective tenants to
"tour" your home 24‐hours a day.
800 Numbers
All properties for rent will have a recorded "tour" on our 800 number. This allows prospective
tenants to listen to a "tour" of your homes many features 24‐hours a day.
Internet
We have created a very powerful website – www.MEBALeasing.com ‐ upon which to market
your property. In addition to our own website, we can post your home for rent on many other
popular rental websites.
Referrals
At My East Bay Agent Leasing, we have a very structured way of maintaining a list of qualified
tenants who have inquired about renting one of our properties. When we have a new listing,
we contact our list of prospective tenants whose criteria meets the guidelines for that property.
Remember, these are tenants that are either looking to move up or down in the marketplace,
and your property could be just right for them.
In addition, our broker has relationships with many of the agents in the Bay Area. These agents
know our professionalism, and they recommend our services to their clients. As a result, we
consistently receive inquiries from agents saying that they have a client who is looking for a
place, and they come to us first to fill that need.
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